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could the outdated firmware in the router be too slow for faster thoroughput?. Sign up New issue
Have a question about this project? Sign up for a free GitHub account to open an issue and contact
its maintainers and the community. I've tried sending them emails directly too, and still haven't
received anything back. Decode for use as a PHP array. raulpopadineti commented Nov 28, 2016 +1
to what uginm102 said. could it be that the linksys is not. You can't perform that action at this time.
Here is my full Gemfile: source ' gem 'rails', '4.2.1' gem 'mysql2', '0.3.18' gem 'sass-rails', '> 5.0'
gem 'uglifier', '>= 1.3.0' gem 'coffee-rails', '> 4.1.0' # See for more supported runtimes # gem
'therubyracer', platforms: :ruby gem 'jquery-rails' gem 'turbolinks' gem 'jbuilder', '> 2.0' gem 'sdoc',
'> 0.4.0', group: :doc # Spree core gem 'spree', git: ' branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreegateway',
github: 'spree/spreegateway', branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreeauthdevise', github:
'spree/spreeauthdevise', branch: '3-0-stable' # Spree extensions gem 'spreei18n', git:
'git://github.com/spree/spreei18n.git', branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreemulticurrency', github: 'spreecontrib/spreemulticurrency', branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreereviews', github: 'spreecontrib/spreereviews', branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreeeditor', github: 'spree-contrib/spreeeditor',
branch: '3-0-stable' gem 'spreesocial', github: 'spree-contrib/spreesocial', branch: '3-0-stable' # Use
ActiveModel hassecurepassword # gem 'bcrypt', '> 3.1.7' # Use Unicorn as the app server # gem
'unicorn' # Use Capistrano for deployment # gem 'capistrano-rails', group: :development group
:development do gem 'bullet' gem 'bettererrors' gem 'metarequest' gem 'annotate', '>= 2.5.0' gem
'rails-footnotes', '>= 3.7.9' end group :development, :test do gem 'byebug' gem 'web-console', '>
2.0' gem 'spring' gem 'thin' gem 'quietassets' end raulpopadineti commented Apr 10, 2015 As a
comment to this, it looks like if I'm using the second option (to provide a social authentication
provider through an initializer) it works. Stack Overflow Questions Developer Jobs Tags Users current
community help chat Stack Overflow Meta Stack Overflow your communities Sign up or log in to
customize your list. You have to submit pictures of verification, and I did, but the 'SEND' button does
not work. You signed in with another tab or window. Why? What kind if appid is needed? Your docs
say: clientid. 6 answers Politics 9 hours ago Do women care if a guy is bald? I have hair loss and it
runs in my family. Shah Mar 28 '13 at 11:14 Well, that's up to you. I tried it on another account, and
it worked on there, but not my original one. If redirecturi is wrong, you should look into app setting
on facebook, or add "redirecturl" parameter in your getLoginUrl (after scope), with full url to your
page) –Darvex Mar 28 '13 at 10:58 actually i m not sure where to put what code.on the login page i
have a button which redirects to the loginUrl which is set to mysite URL. Reload to refresh your
session. Pick a username Email Address Password Sign up for GitHub Already on GitHub? Sign in to
your account Facebook login - "The parameter appid is required" #155 Closed raulpopadineti opened
this Issue Apr 10, 2015 7 comments Comments Assignees No one assigned Labels None yet Projects
None yet Milestone No milestone 4 participants raulpopadineti commented Apr 10, 2015 I get "The
parameter appid is required" when I'm trying to login through facebook. Bama is 4-1 in its past five
appearances and looking to win coach Nick Saban his sixth national title, which would pair him with
former Tide coach Bear Bryant as the only two coaches to accomplish that feat. 2018 GitHub, Inc.
Reload to refresh your session. now i dont know which url to assign to mysiteurl. Learn more,
including about available controls: Cookies Policy.FacebookJoin or Log Into Facebook Email or
PhonePasswordForgot account?Log InDo you want to join Facebook?Sign UpSign UpThis page isn't
availableThe link you followed may be broken, or the page may have been removed.Go back to the
previous page Go to News Feed Visit our Help CenterEnglish
(US)NederlandsFryskPolskiTrkeDeutschFranais (France)EspaolPortugus (Brasil)ItalianoSign UpLog
InMessengerFacebook LiteMobileFind FriendsPeoplePagesPlacesGamesLocationsCelebritiesMarketpla
ceGroupsRecipesSportsLookMomentsInstagramLocalAboutCreate AdCreate
PageDevelopersCareersPrivacyCookiesAd ChoicesTermsHelpSettingsActivity Log Facebook 2018. By
clicking or navigating the site, you agree to allow our collection of information on and off Facebook
through cookies. and I'm getting absolutely tired of it. SupportPlatform StatusDevelopers
GroupMarketing PartnersBugs.. Stack Overflow Questions Jobs Developer Jobs Directory Salary
Calculator Help Mobile Stack Overflow Business Talent Ads Enterprise Company About Press Work
Here Legal Privacy Policy Contact Us Stack Exchange Network Technology Life / Arts Culture /
Recreation Science Other Stack Overflow Server Fault Super User Web Applications Ask Ubuntu
Webmasters Game Development TeX - LaTeX Software Engineering Unix & Linux Ask Different
(Apple) WordPress Development Geographic Information Systems Electrical Engineering Android
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Enthusiasts Information Security Database Administrators Drupal Answers SharePoint User
Experience Mathematica Salesforce ExpressionEngine Answers Stack Overflow em Portugus Blender
Network Engineering Cryptography Code Review Magento Software Recommendations Signal
Processing Emacs Raspberry Pi Stack Overflow Programming Puzzles & Code Golf Stack Overflow en
espaol Ethereum Data Science Arduino Bitcoin more (26) Photography Science Fiction & Fantasy
Graphic Design Movies & TV Music: Practice & Theory Worldbuilding Seasoned Advice (cooking)
Home Improvement Personal Finance & Money Academia Law more (16) English Language & Usage
Skeptics Mi Yodeya (Judaism) Travel Christianity English Language Learners Japanese Language
Arqade (gaming) Bicycles Role-playing Games Anime & Manga Puzzling Motor Vehicle Maintenance &
Repair more (32) MathOverflow Mathematics Cross Validated (stats) Theoretical Computer Science
Physics Chemistry Biology Computer Science Philosophy more (10) Meta Stack Exchange Stack Apps
API Data Area 51 Blog Facebook Twitter LinkedIn site design / logo 2018 Stack Exchange Inc; user
contributions licensed under cc by-sa 3.0 with attribution required. 2018 GitHub, Inc. 4 answers
Computer Networking 16 hours ago How I can contact a Facebook representative or customer
service directly? Hi there, thanks for reading. Why do I get the error then? Why the error is so
uninformative? Collaborator SammyK commented Jul 21, 2016 Hey wzup! You need to create an app
at and enter the app's ID for the clientid param 5a02188284
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